
Two Bat Infield
Age Level: All Levels
Position: All Players

Description of Drill:  
Two Coaches Hit Infield at the Same Time

Purpose of Drill:

This drill will get the kids a lot of ground balls in all four of the IF positions.  As 
you get older continue to do this drill with all kids getting a chance at all spots.  

Drill also will make kids focus during drill because balls are being hit and 
thrown in many different directions.

# of Coaches/Players Link to Diagram
All Coaches/Players Round 1

Round 3 Round 2
Equipment Link to Video

Buckets of Balls Need to Film
Empty Buckets

Time of Drill: 20 Minutes
# of Reps per Player: 4 Rotations - 5 min ea.

How To Run The Drill
Kids go to whatever spot they like.  Even number at each position.  Two 

coaches hitting IF, going through 3 rounds of hitting balls.  Round one has 
coach on 3B side hit to SS and they flip to 2B,  coach on 1B side hits to 3B 
and they throw to 1B.   Round 2 has coach on 3B side hit to SS and they 

throw to 1B,  coach on 1B side hits to 3B and they throw to 2B (SS needs to 
stay back).  Round 3 has coach on 3B side hit to 1B and they throw to 3B,  

coach on 1B side hits to 2B and they flip to SS.  All kids rotate to all spots.  As 
you get older kids may not rotate as much, but this drill allows all kids to play 

the positions.

Comments:

This is a perfect drill if you want to get a lot of infield practice in.  Rotate all 
kids to all positions.  Keep the kids moving.  Quicker they get balls picked up 

the more reps you get.  Watch all players at all positions
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